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HOME OF HEART 
 

It has been years since I flew the nest 

But my humble home I like the best 



Memories of family closeness I feel again 

Precious roots that still crowds my brain 

Time and many years since I bid farewell 

Neighbors and friends I remember well 

Home, where the sun still shines so bright 

That still lives in my heart and forever right 

 

SOFT AND GENTLE 
It is the little things that matter most of all 

Understanding and kindness large or small 

Expression of soft and gentleness like a dove 

That leaves a rippling impact of so much love 



 

GREEN HORIZON 
Whistling whispers of tales afar 

Pristine lands of Guyana’s Jaguars 

Ocean of green and peaceful land 

Waterfall sprays of Kaieteur grand 

Vast horizon and Nature’s rapture 

Labyrinth realm of hope to capture 

Encapsulating glow of green dawn 

Canopy of tropical botanical spawn 

 



 

FISHING BOAT OF GUYANA 

Fishing boat of sunrise shore 

 Ride dangerous waves once more 

Coastal waters and breezy seas 

Day’s catch will attempt to flee 

Dawn kisses of choppy swells 

Where gibaka and shrimp dwells  

Delicious trout and snapper afar 

Just beyond shoreline mudflat bar 

Fisherman’s glory where livelihood lie 

Gleaming waters of sweet Guyana’s sky 



 

DANGEROUS PATH 
Walk carefully and take a chance 

But danger ahead just one glance 

Heartbeat of choices you should know 

Life is action and reaction before you go 

We are owed nothing from our world 

First rule of the path to happiness swirl 

Take a deep breath before you go ahead 

And choose a path of peace and love instead 

 

 



 

TIME TRAVEL 

 

I’ve thought about time travel for a while 

And what time period would fit my style 

Just to see history and future would be nice 

Relatives of the past or descendants to entice 

Ancient times of horses or ships would be rough 

Brutality and suffering of slavery just too tough 

Perhaps a peek into biblical times would be sight 

But barbarians and too much that couldn’t write 

I love history but time travel makes me confused 

We are products of the past but not a place of refuge 

Maybe I can just remove a period of 10 years or so 

But wait a minute! I wouldn’t have a son to know 

The future really doesn’t matter as long as I am alive 

It is indeed the moments to enjoy that makes you thrive 

Make no mistake, dreams of time travel that I may 

But this time is all that matter and here I will stay 



 

 

JUST CHILLIN 
Don’t bother with all that strife 

For it will add anguish to your life 

Stop fussing and don’t get uptight 

And everything will be alright 

Remember to chill and take it slow 

Sow seeds of gladness for it’ll grow 

And you’ll be happy before you know 

 

 

 

 



 

UNDER THE TAMARIND TREE 
Towa Towa bird sings of love 

Soft, fluffy white clouds above 

Youthful dreams roaming free 

In the shade of the tamarind tree 

Demerara river shores so divine 

Mouthwatering tamarind of mine 

Sweet but mostly of sour delight 

Dancing in the morning sunlight 

 

 



 

THE BEST THINGS ARE FREE 

The things that matter you don’t buy 

Given freely to you and me and that’s no lie 

Nature, friendship, love and affection 

Air we breathe to add to that collection 

Happiness and laughter of children for sure 

Innocent smiles and dreams of hope so pure 

 

 

 



 

SACRED JOURNEY 
Heritage’s baton entrusted as your own 

Enshrined virtues of the heart are sown 

Family, values and love united as one 

Carried by difficult river to the sun 

Sanctified blessings of treasured load 

Journey of souls carrying heritage’s code 

Uncertain winding waters far from home 

Tangent unknown world we must roam 

Cherished gift from those that we knew 

Endowed baton to be carried only by you 

Tick! Tock! Weary clock at end of the day 

Emblematic baton delivered so far away 

 



 

IN DAYS OF OLD 
A proud rooster was told 

A hen was as fine as gold 

Her movement and action 

Perfect angelic attraction 

Sexy hen and magic bloom 

Elegant shiny and soft plume 

That he must always chase 

To win that barnyard race 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LITTLE RED HEN 
Lay me an egg red feathered hen 

A big brown egg inside your pen 

A sharp cackle when you are done 

Then I will let you outside to run 

Sorry this egg is not for hatching 

Then go on with your scratching 

There will be more for you to brood 

That will simmer your cackling mood 

 



 

LOW TIDE 

Mud flat exposed where tide has been 

Demerara runs softy in the land of green 

Creeks drained where stranded fish jumps 

Kingfishers where Moca- Moca clumps 

Squishy shores when the water went down 

As Sweet River hastens towards Georgetown 

Lonely heart and the tides of high and low  

Watches Soft River of life and gently flow 

 



 

THE SUN IS SHINING 
Morning lush without any strife 

Heartbeat rhythm of sacred life 

Sunrise brings tranquility to stay 

Blessing to you on this special day 

 


